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DIVERSEY DIVERMITE DOSING SYSTEM
✓ Easy to install wall-mounted Divermite dispenser
✓ Neither water connection or electricity needed
✓ Unique bottle lock out system to make sure only the appropriate bottle can be refilled

Product Range
✓ The most frequently-used products come as highly concentrated liquids in 1.5L pouches
✓ One pouch produces 15L - 30L of ready to use cleaning solution
✓ The pouches are easy to handle and store and produce minimum waste
✓ 1.5L pouch of colour-coded concentrate slots into the dispenser in seconds
✓ Ensures accurate dosing every time

Refill Bottles
✓ Application-specific ergonomic re-useable 300ml bottles
✓ Unique key necks ensure the right product is dispensed into each bottle
✓ Refill bottle tops and labels are colour coded 
✓ Easy identification and avoid costly application errors
✓ Bottle tops are specific to application, such as spray, flip top or directional spout
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67791 6045318

DIVERMITE PLUS DISPENSER DIVERMITE S DISPENSER 

7010000 100861971 7010071 1204365 1204366

SUMA STAR - PLUS D1 PLUS
4 x 1.5L

SUMA MULTI-CONC D2 CONC
4 x 1.5L

SUMA BAC CONC D10
4 x 1.5L

SUMA D2 SPRAY BOTTLE KIT
6 x 750ml

SUMA D10 SPRAY BOTTLE KIT
6 x 750ml

Highly concentrated manual 
dishwashing liquid. Highly 

concentrated hand dishwashing 
liquid. Cuts through grease and 
dried on food. Streak-free, easy 

rinsing for a superior finish.

Super concentrated kitchen 
detergent for cleaning most hard 
surfaces, including floors, walls, 

doors, ceilings and general 
equipment. Not suitable for 

polished aluminum. 

Super concentrated liquid 
detergent sanitiser. Cleans and 

disinfects all surfaces in one 
step. Divermite controlled dosing 
system reduces waste and needs 

takes up less storage.

Application-specific ergonomic re-
useable 300ml bottles with unique 
key necks ensure the right product 

is dispensed into each bottle

Application-specific ergonomic re-
useable 300ml bottles with unique 
key necks ensure the right product 

is dispensed into each bottle


